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Prayer Energy is the spiritual seeker’s guide to personal fulfillment through prayer, including over 30 beautiful prayers to help
inspire powerful, positive change. Exploring a wealth of traditions and step-by-step techniques, from reaching relaxed states
conducive to prayer to asking precisely for what you need, Prayer Energy reveals how prayer is a powerful way to transform states
of mind and ways of living. The book begins with an extensive explanation of how and why prayer works with practical exercises.
The second section presents over 30 inspiring, uplifting prayers from the world’s many cultures and faiths. Arranged in themed
chapters, you will find prayers for peace, travel, compassion, healing, and many more. Some of these prayers may be familiar,
while others may be new to you, but all express the hopes and fears that we share as human beings. Lavishly illustrated
throughout, Prayer Energy will help to enhance your life and that of those around you.
Into the Light is a prayer and meditation book. A high resolution colour print of channeled artwork accompanies each prayer. This
book answers questions like What is praying? How to pray, Why, How long and is the result of three decades private research on
the topic. The prayers and imagery in this book are coded information provided by the angels and ascended masters to assist
humankind in the ascension process.
A reminder of the Divine, a space for spiritual encounter, or a focal point for meditation--the altar is a powerful tool for people of all
faiths. Sandra Kynes demonstrates how to create personal altars and empower these sacred spaces according to your needs.
Discover how to harness energies to manifest change, make decisions, receive wisdom, find balance, explore your soul, and grow
spiritually. Kynes's unique approach provides nine overall matrices--each one corresponding to the number of objects placed on
the altar--and the numerological significance of each. You'll also find suggested meditations and a wealth of helpful
information--spanning chakras, colors, days of the week, elements, gemstones, gods/goddesses, runes, and more--for choosing
appropriate symbols and objects that reflect your needs.
Exclusive Offer - Now Includes 5 Amazing Bonus Titles: 4 More Titles of 100 Most Powerful Prayers. Plus Full Length Title:
Conscious Visualization You will not achieve fulfillment and happiness until you allow God to be the architect of your reality.
Imagine that with a few moments each day, you could begin the powerful transformation toward complete control of your own life
and well being through prayer. You will be able to release all fear and doubt simply because you know that God gives you the
strength. You can utilize this simple, proven technique to regain the lost comforts of joy, love, and fulfillment in your life. God's gift
of life is too short to be exhausted on thousands of everyday anxieties and fears. Sadly, the average person will get to the end of
their life and realize that more than half of it was spent struggling with these kinds of problems. Because they didn't know what to
do, many of these people never found any satisfaction in life. You can and will become bigger than those struggles by enhancing
the positive energy that God already has flowing within you. You are exactly who you think you are, and it's up to you to create
those thoughts and manifest them as God's creation. No more lack of faith, motivation, and feelings of doubt in your life. No person
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can find happiness in an environment beyond his or her control. But you can get up, get out, and take control with God. Get what
you want and desire from the world like millions of others around the globe using prayer. You are already blessed with the power
to assert your own perceptions and transform your thoughts and desires into reality. By using prayer daily, you will unlock that
natural potential that God placed inside of you. Prayer starts by creating a cycle of continuous prayers. You must believe and
repeat these declarations and prayers each day. If the thoughts and ideas that we affirm are not true in reality, a dynamic tension
is created between your perceived reality and your psyche. This presence of dynamic tension causes imbalance between your
psyche and perceived reality. Your consciousness will work to get back in tune with the God's vision of the universe to resolve the
tension. There are two simple ways to ease this tension. You must work with God's creation in order to make your declarations
become true, or you must stop the prayer. As you choose to continue praying, your mind and body will seek to balance this
inequality with the universe by transforming your environment to match your declarations of truth. Sooner than later, you will find
yourself taking positive and decisive action that you never imagined possible as your perceptions naturally align with your true
reality. If you want to see positive change now, you'll find the quickest path to fulfillment with prayer through God's love. There is
no time to spend on loss, negativity, and defeat when you can be achieving tangible, historically proven results with minimum time
and effort invested. There is no limit to changes that God can make in your life through the power of creating truth with prayer...
Read This Book To Change Your Life Today! Also available in ebook Format
Eleanor Wiley and Maggie Oman Shannon have taken an ancient practice and made it new. A String and a Prayer recounts the
history and symbolism of prayer beads, teaches basic techniques for stringing beads and a host of other objects into prayer beads,
and offers a variety of prayers and rituals to use those beads on a daily basis. Beads have appeared throughout history. Prayer
beads are used in the spiritual practices of cultures as diverse as the African Masai, Native Americans, Greek and Russian
Orthodoxy, as well as the religious rituals of Islam, Hinduism, Christianity, and Buddhism. But prayer is highly personal. By infusing
prayer beads with personal associations, we can keep our spirituality fresh. The beads are a device to help build and rebuild
meaningful ritual in our lives. With myriad ideas about what makes objects sacred and where to find sacred objects -- from the
personal, perhaps beads from a grandmother's broken rosary, to the unusual, maybe seashells from far away found in a thrift store
-- A String and a Prayer offers many suggestions for different ways that beads can be made and used, exploring the creative roles
they can play in our relationships, ceremonies, and rituals. "You are the expert, trust yourself. Let the instructions be a guide to
your own creativity," write the authors.
One of the most influential evangelical Christian speakers of the late 19th and early 20th centuries, R. A. Torrey traveled the world
to bring the word of Christ to audiences. In this inspirational work, first published in 1924, Torrey reveals the secrets to tapping into
the power of God's love. Learn: [ what definite and desirable results definite and determined prayer will produce [ what prayer can
do for churches and for all nations [ how to pray so as to get what you ask [ the prayer of faith [ praying through and praying in the
Holy Ghost [ hindrances to prayer [ and more. American pastor and writer REUBEN ARCHER TORREY (1856-1928) traveled
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worldwide, evangelizing and winning converts to Christianity. A prolific writer, his works include Baptism with the Holy Spirit (1895),
What the Bible Teaches (1898), How to Bring Them to Christ (1893), and How to Pray (1900).
"Prayer Energy" is the spiritual seeker's guide to personal fulfillment through prayer. Exploring a wealth of traditions and
techniques, author Richard Lawrence shows you how to reach relaxed states conductive to prayer, and how to expand your
awareness of prayer as a powerful way to transform states of mind and ways of living. Included are 30 of the most inspiring,
uplifting prayers from the world's many cultures and faiths. Arranged in themed chapters, you will find prayers for peace, safe
return, love, healing, reconciliation and many more. some of these prayers may be familiar, others, new to you; but all express the
hopes and fears that we share as human beings.*Discover prayer as the original "cosmic order", a way to ask for help, healing,
and protection for yourself, other people, and the planet.*Includes 30 prayers that have inspired people's lives for thousands of
years.*The perfect introduction to a simple yet amazingly powerful practice.

A Pattern of Prayer is a guide to prayer based on the daily, weekly, and occasional prayers of an intentional, ecumenical,
Christian community called Grace and Main Fellowship in Danville, Virginia. It's designed to cultivate a rhythm to the life
of prayer either in groups or by individuals. Providing a structure for morning, midday, evening, and night prayer, it is an
excellent devotional aid that also allows the reader, or readers, to pray along with others wherever they may be. Also
included are some of the prayers and blessings used in the work of the community, as well as the community's "identity
statements" or "little rule." To make use of the prayerbook, all you'll need, in addition to the book, is a Bible.
Prayer: Our Deepest Longing looks at the issues facing people of faith in today’s culture, and offers a way of more
effectively dealing with them by seeking out opportunities for prayer. With simple, down-to-earth language, Rolheiser
illustrates the importance of prayer and offers techniques on how to pray, using examples from daily life, Scripture, and
contemporary writers. He delves into the places that we fear to go with our issues about prayer, encouraging us with
gentle kindness and words of hope and inspiration. The book is divided into five sections. 1. Why Pray? Illustrates the
purposes and benefits of prayer for ourselves, as well as for the broader Catholic community and even the world. 2. Why
Is It so Hard? Notes how our contemporary culture conspires against taking time out for solitude and prayer, and how our
own ego—with its fears, restlessness, and narcissism—can work against developing a deeper relationship with God
through prayer. 3. What Is Prayer? Outlines the two basic types of prayer, that is, affective (personal) and priestly (for the
world). This section also notes the many ways or methods for each type of prayer, such as meditation, contemplation, the
divine office, the Mass, and Scripture. 4. Sticking with It When It Gets Hard. This section covers the development of
mature prayer, discussing ways to pray in times of boredom, disillusionment, crisis, helplessness, or after a loved one’s
death. 5. Mysticism. Here we learn about this increasingly popular form of intimate relationship with God. There will be a
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leader’s guide for this book, making it an ideal resource for use with prayer groups, small faith communities, and
retreats. This is a book for all manner of believer, whether your faith is solidly rooted in Catholicism, wavering between
the Christianity of childhood and non-participatory faith as an adult, or just not sure what you believe—or whether you
believe at all. It addresses topics that typify our culture, such as narcissism, pragmatism, efficiency, and self-gratification,
and that work against a healthy spiritual life. Finally, the book takes us to a place of contact and comfort, in relationship
not only with God but with our true selves as well.
Many people agree that prayer is a central feature of spiritual life. But what is prayer? Scientific and Pastoral
Perspectives on Intercessory Prayer: An Exchange Between Larry Dossey, MD, and Health Care Chaplains explores
common questions and concerns about intercessory prayer, or the act of praying for the benefit of others, from several
different points of view. Chaplains, priests, ministers, and clergy in the health care profession will learn how prayer is
examined from sources other than traditional Christian views, such as parapsychology. From Scientific and Pastoral
Perspectives on Intercessory Prayer, you will learn what prayer means to some chaplains and to their ministry and how
prayer can make drastic changes in the lives of your parishioners, patients, and their families. Written by eight chaplains,
the articles in this text are in response to an essay by Larry Dossey, a nationally known physician who speaks and writes
about prayer. The contributors to Scientific and Pastoral Perspectives on Intercessory Prayer discuss his points of view
on intercessory prayer, which are based on quantum physics. You will learn if this area of physics can make a difference
in how you practice your faith, how you worship, and what you think about or expect from prayer. Scientific and Pastoral
Perspectives on Intercessory Prayer examines several other topics related to prayer, including: discovering whether or
not intercessory prayer is truly different from other methods of meditation exploring the relationship between intercessory
prayer and meditative or praise prayer linking prayers and their results to the expectations or intentions of those who
engage in them differentiating between an intercession and a wish deciding for yourself what constitutes evidence or
proof when discussing the aspects of prayer how our opinion of prayer relates to how we think about the universe and
about God Since Scientific and Pastoral Perspectives on Intercessory Prayer focuses on the cooperation between
science and theology, you will discover that, in many instances, people believe that the power of prayer should be taken
seriously. This text also shows you how the questions and functions of prayer are shared by everyone, despite religious
differences or methods of praying. Encompassing research and personal experiences, Scientific and Pastoral
Perspectives on Intercessory Prayer will help you answer questions about religion and its role in the lives of parishioners,
patients, and clergy, as well as provide you with evidence to the positive and healing power of prayer.
This is, perhaps, the most useful, practical and relevant prayer book you will find. This precious book offers the reasons
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why prayer works, the spiritual laws regarding all types of prayers and how you can construct your own prayer. It also
offers 88 amazing prayers for an astounding variety of situations. Here is a sneak peek: The Crossing Over Prayer, The
Crossing Over Prayer for Suicide, The Healing Prayer After Suicide, The Crossing Over Prayer for Victims of Mass
Violence, The Crossing Over Prayer for Miscarried Babies, The Crossing Over Prayer for Organ Donors, The Prayer for
Clearing Spaces, The Prayer to Clear the Energy of Fire, The Prayer to Clear and Bless Crystal and all Stones, The
Prayer for Peace, The End of War Prayer, The Prayer for Victims, The Prayer for Healing Past Life Trauma, The Prayer
to Request Angels, The Healing Prayer, The Prayer for Healing Cancer, How do you help the world to heal? You
pray.You pray with all your heart.This is a humble offering of very specific, focused, amazing prayers to use, no matter
your faith, your belief system or your personal situation.May all who use these prayers be blessed. Sincerely, Tina Erwin,
CDR, USN, [R
Universally, the power of prayer has been recognized by many cultures for immeasurable time. Whether it be a part of a
formal service recited with a congregation of worshipers or an individual, quiet moment, prayer is part of the lives of
people from a variety of religions. There seems to be an innate urge among humanity to connect with a higher source of
energy and love when we need guidance or direction, and this is called prayer. By reading the prayers from religions
such as Buddhism, Hinduism, Christianity, and Islam, from cultures in Africa, India, Egypt, and China, we begin to share
the sense of a common experience. The deepest inner feelings and longings are similar—concern for family, assistance in
healing, a longing for peace, or a wish for greater wisdom. For some people, prayer can be thought of as a way to ask for
specific goals or special favors. This type of prayer may or may not be effective. Another type of prayer exists when all
selfish desire is put aside and we feel ourselves in communion with God. At this point, our greatest wish is that God's will
be done. There may be pressing concerns that make us turn our sights upward, but we learn to let go of the end result.
At this point, prayer becomes a way of opening up to the universal, loving, creative energy that exists and is far greater
than any person could imagine. This is the source of miracles, of faith and unconditional love. Prayer then becomes more
than a means to an end; it becomes a state of humility and of awe. It can exist whether we are washing the floor or
composing a symphony. Prayer is communion with the Divine, a universal loving creative force that exists in a variety of
ways for people around the world. This book brings together an inspirational collection of prayer suitable for all ages and
traditions. In addition, it offers insight and guidance about the nature of prayer that will be useful for the serious seeker.
• Your true essence survives the physical death of your body • Your soul is the true essence of who you are; not your
body • In all likelihood, you have lived before in a much different body • All souls originated from the same God-sourced
energy • As humans living on Earth, we are “ONE” big, soul family This book combines science and spirituality in a
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unique way. It contains carefully documented descriptions by a trained research scientist of visions, which I received as a
result of prayers and requests for information. Science of Prayer validates the usefulness of walking a path of spiritual
wholeness. The author describes his search for answers to help explain his experiences. This journey takes us through
the study of consciousness, psychic development classes, training in an energy healing modality, and much more. It
describes what the author did, and suggests exercises to help put you in the best possible position to receive the
guidance that you are given. Richard Rominger "This remarkable story gives us all a glimpse into what is possible when
you allow your six sensory abilities to open up to Spirit." —Sonia Choquette, New York Times bestselling author
The power of prayer is amazing! And it simply starts with having a conversation with an entity that you perceive as
greater than yourself. With this eBook, I hope you come to find that praying ... really doesn't have to be complicated. In
conversing with a higher power, which for me I call God, you may find that you can see there are more possibilities than
anything you can perceive of. Too, that prayer helps you recognize that you are never alone. And there aren't really any
hard and fast rules to doing it. A quick but powerful read, this eBook is for the seasoned person who already is familiar
with the idea of praying ... people who have considered praying but weren't really sure about it ... and everyone in
between!
The contents of this message upon prayer should be read alike by preacher and teacher, evangelist and intercessor. Its pages contain an
appeal to every "worker together with Christ," and stimulate the desire for prayer in the varied relationships of Christian life. The appeal
deserves a wide circulation amongst members of Prayer Circles and Prayer Unions, and, indeed, amongst all who are looking for a revival of
true religion in our land, and an exodus of ambassadors for Christ to heathen and Moslem populations. -- Albert A. Head.
An invaluable booklet describing how dynamic prayer is exemplified in Operation Prayer Power and how it has the power to change our world
and ourselves. Through Operation Prayer Power, we are able to store prayer energy in a Spiritual Power Battery. This spiritual energy,
invoked through prayer, can be directed under tremendous concentration and released at a later date to areas of the world in desperate
need. To learn more about this mission and how you can help, please contact The Aetherius Society.
This simple little book from a great spiritual giant attends to what we human beings are most inclined to forget: preparing for and engaging in
prayer. It is an examination of what we ourselves must bring to the discipline of prayer--whatever form it takes--in order to make prayer
authentic and real, a deep and profound part of our lives. None of the brief reflections in this book are ever finished, ever closed, ever fulled
resolved. They are all ongoing steps along the way, steps we retrace over and over again as we do all the other parts of life, until they
become the very breath we breathe, the vision and energy of our souls.
"Power Prayer" is the first book to show readers how to use prayer as a practical tool that can make a difference--whether in their own lives or
the lives of others.
Tapping is an activity that many of us engage in everyday without even thinking about what we are doing. We drum our fingers on a desk or
table while we wait for something to happen. We tap our forehead while we are figuring out a problem. We stroke our chin or rub our head as
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we contemplate the issues of the day. Each of these acts is our body's clumsy way of attending to a need for peace or resolution. Tapping
prayer is a spiritual practice that intentionally focuses our attention on the rhythmic movement of our finger tips. It directs the energy of God's
healing onto specific points on our body that through the practice of acupuncture and reiki, have shown to be conduits of healing. Tapping
prayer is the most exciting addition to my spiritual tool belt in 25 years of ministry. It's fun and effective and easy to administer alone, one on
one, or in a group. It is very flexible...and did I mention, effective? Tapping prayer is effective in bringing individuals into a one one
relationship with God that creates peace, healing, and a desire to share those gifts with other individuals, communities, and Creation. Tapping
prayer is an integration of sacred wisdom from the East and West. It is a spiritual practice that blends a knowledge of the Spirit's movement
through our body with an understanding of meridian tapping based on the Emotional Freedom Technique created by Gary Craig. Tapping
prayer brings balance and peace to individuals who are experiencing spiritual distress. By gently tapping on identified points of entry for the
Holy which correspond to meridian end points in acupuncture, while praying for God to attend to a particular pain, we focus God's intention to
heal and in most cases actually experience a peace which is not of our own doing. By acknowledging pain instead of wishing for relief, we
recognize God's interest to heal us and indeed, God heals us. This technique can be used for individuals who are seeking peace from a wide
variety of issues ranging from: trauma such as a car accident, an abusive parent, a friend killed in battle, a sudden illness, a job loss, a fire, a
damaged relationship. Tapping prayer can also facilitate forgiveness and/or letting go. Tapping prayer is effective in praying for others
(surrogate prayer tapping focused on an individual who is not present to the prayer tapping), for events (9/11, Sandy Hook, a company
leaving a community), or Creation (an oil spill, deforestation, strip mining). Wherever there is a disruption to the peaceful flow of the Holy
Spirit, tapping prayer can be applied. When I first learned about the Emotional Freedom Technique as a tool to help veterans in our
community, I thought it was weird. The tapping. The repetition. It seemed...odd. This was not how I understood healing from trauma to work,
and yet it worked. Clearly, my Western roots were showing. When I got home from the training I began using the technique with members of
my community and saw such dramatic results I had to learn more. They also found it strange, but effective. Some folks were uncomfortable
with the language of "energies" and "chi," so I experimented a bit and added more traditional faith language to the mix. I dug deeply into my
own faith traditions and discovered a theology of healing that accompanied tapping prayer. I found that by invoking God's presence into the
act of tapping, people from varying faith experiences were able to connect to the Holy on a deeper level. They began to experience God as
very real and very present in their lives. They asked to learn more about this new way of praying. They discovered that by using tapping
prayer on a wide variety of issues, their relationship with God grew deeper. If you are ready to draw closer to God's healing love for you,
please take responsibility for your participation in tapping prayer, and let's pray! --Todd Farnsworth
This finely crafted card-and-book set makes it easy for even busy readers to incorporate prayer and mindfulness practices into their daily
lives. In the book, The Energy of Prayer, noted teacher Thich Nhat Hanh addresses the question Why do we pray? and explores the
applications and effectiveness of chanting, meditation, and invocations in Buddhist, Christian, Jewish, and Islamic traditions. He introduces
readers to several meditation methods that re-envision prayer as an open, inclusive, and accessible practice that helps create healthy lives
through the power of awareness and intention. Written by Hanh and designed by artist Debbie Berne, the full-color cards are organized into
four categories ? Invocations, Chants, Meditations, and Sayings ? and each offers a thoughtful image to accompany the prayer, chant,
saying, or invocation. Selected to help direct readers' thoughts and intentions toward mindfulness, the cards are equally suitable for special
occasions or everyday life. Detailed instructions explain the use and origin of each card.
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'With the elegance of simplicity and the precision of science, Dossey shows us how we can create a lasting partnership between faith and
medicine.' DEEPACK CHOPRA, M.D. Experience the Healing Power of Prayer From the author of 'The New Y
Prayer is the key to tapping into the healing energy of the Divine. Yet for many people, prayer has been reduced to a rote practice that has
lost its basic meaning and efficacy. In his long-awaited first book for an ecumenical readership, internationally renowned spiritual healer Ron
Roth teaches his unique approach to prayer as energy medicine. The Healing Path of Prayer explains in detail the connection between
healing, faith, and prayer. Roth shows you how to find your own path to prayer in a way that connects with God's healing energy. As Roth
explains, you can use this energy not only for physical healing but also, perhaps more significantly, for healing emotional and spiritual wounds
that may be at the root of physical maladies. The Healing Path of Prayer gives you specific guidance in setting up a daily healing prayer
practice. Through a series of simple but effective exercises and rituals, Roth shows you how to celebrate your own sacraments and become a
mystic in the course of your everyday life. Each chapter offers a new, higher level of prayer, enabling you to acquire more advanced
techniques of focus, intention, and insight. As Roth revitalizes many tired, traditional prayers with his fresh and inspiring reinterpretations from
original scripture, he also recounts the dramatic story of when he discovered his healing abilities, as well as true cases of healing in which he
has participated. The Healing Path of Prayer is a blueprint for a truly democratic spirituality. Roth's instruction on how to pray and establish a
daily practice of meditation will lead readers into a vital path of everyday mysticism and personal power.
Edward M. Bounds takes us on a journey deep into the heart of active, powerful, life-giving prayer. He invites us to pray in such a way that
involves and touches our entire being: mind, soul and body. We have all heard stories of great men and women whom God used to change
the world as they wrestled with Him on their knees. This book uncovers the secrets to their devotion and gives practical ideas and advice for
entering into a more intimate and powerful life with God through prayer.
'"Can't anyone teach me how to pray?" Millions of people today are asking the same question. There is a sense of the necessity of prayer we have to pray. But how?' Prayer is central to Christian faith; indeed, as Timothy Keller notes in his introduction, it is the main way we
experience deep change. Yet so many people struggle with prayer - a struggle that the author himself has shared. This wise and inspiring
book is the fruit of those struggles, offering a real and glorious vision of what it can mean to seek God in prayer. Keller begins by giving a
theological underpinning of what prayer actually is - both conversation and encounter with a personal God - before describing how we can
learn to pray, and then deepen that prayer. Finally he gives detailed, practical suggestions on how to make prayer a part of the reality of daily
life.
For more than two decades, internationally renowned pioneer in energy medicine Caroline Myss has been studying how people use their
personal power. Through her special brand of spiritual insight and intuition, her popular workshops, and her bestselling books, Myss has
helped hundreds of thousands of people meet the lifelong challenge of managing their spiritual energy and improving their lives. Now, in this
inspiring new book, Myss expands her message about power in an entirely new spiritual direction. With characteristic originality, she explains
how we become channels for divine grace and a conduit for miracles through kind, compassionate, generous actions, or, as she calls them,
invisible acts of power. When we act compassionately, without a private agenda or expectation of credit or reward, God works invisibly,
anonymously through us. And as we move from visible acts, such as giving a friend a helping hand, to invisible acts, such as prayer and
healing, we undergo a profound journey of personal empowerment. The myriad simple but profound ways that people connect to create small
miracles, gain a greater sense of spirituality, and transform their own -- and others' -- lives in an instant will inspire you to your own invisible
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acts of power...and attract them to you.
This little jewel of a book by the most famous occultist of the last half-century was written later in his life. It contains a distillation of both
esoteric doctrine and scientific methodology. Additional essays by students and friends of Dr Regardie make this an invaluable compilation of
mind/body magical teachings. Dr Regardie describes the need for this book, and the value of the techniques he offers here, in the following
words: In the course of my professional life, what struck me vividly was that when people were enabled to shuffle off the unconscious armour
of gross muscular tension, thus achieving a never-before-experienced delight and pleasure in the relaxation of psyche and soma, entirely
new attitudes towards religion and prayer spontaneously developed. They needed no orientation, no preparation, no coaching. It was just
there. And a whole new life of fervor, inspiration and prayer made its appearance. Not prayer in the conventional institutionalised form, but an
intimacy with Life and Love that was intense, devout, springing from wells deep within the psyche. This is the voice of the mature Israel
Regardie, distilling the knowledge of a lifetime devoted to the study and practice of Magic, Natural Healing, and Psychology. It has been
enhanced with original essays on the Philosophy and Technique of Active Prayer by Christopher S. Hyatt, Ph.D.; The Middle Pillar as a
Group Working by James Wasserman; a Qabalistic analysis of The Sacred Ritual of the Pentagram by AIMA, and A Pentagram Exercise by
Lon Milo DuQuette.
Proving prayer to be as valid and vital a healing tool as drugs or surgery, the bestselling author of Meaning & Medicine and Recovering the
Soul offers a bold integration of science and spirituality.
The Energy of PrayerHow to Deepen Your Spiritual Practice: Easyread Super Large 18pt EditionReadHowYouWant.comThe Energy Of
PrayerEduca Books

"What the world most needs today is prayer. It is prayer that will give birth to all the renewals, healings, deep and fruitful
transformations we all want for society today.... I am more and more convinced that everything comes from prayer and
that, among the calls of the Spirit, this is the first and most urgent one we should respond to." Many have already
benefited from Fr. Jacques’ best-selling book on prayer, Time for God. In Thirsting for Prayer, Fr. Jacques revisits some
of the themes covered in that book and develops new insights that are both profound and practical. These reflections
guide us with simplicity on the path to intimacy with God, helping us to develop an actual taste for personal prayer. This
"school of prayer" opens us up to the encounter with God that transforms us from within. View Fr. Jacques Philippe's
website and App (www.frjacquesphilippe.com)
The first in the Secrets of Feminine Science series, provides a simple, easy-to-read introduction to benevolent magic and
living prayer. Reveals the Mysteries, offers these techniques so that we can help create benevolent lives for ourselves
and others here and now.
The 100 prayer services in this book can be easily adapted for specific needs, and treat a wide variety of themes
including the natural and liturgical seasons, feasts, and significant moments in human life.
Editor Susanna Wright offers this updated edition of a Christian devotional classic—invoking the daily prayers and
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timeless imagery of the original text through modern, accessible language. In this wonderful collection, famed theologian
Dr. John Baillie shares personal prayers for people who are seeking a better understanding of God and themselves.
Organized by morning and evening—with special prayers for Sundays—A Diary of Private Prayer is written with eloquence,
piety, and directness. Blending praise and meditative thoughts about God with a concern for the social and individual
good, these daily invocations help and inspire us to search our inner selves and find the deep religious beliefs that lie
within. First published in 1936, A Diary of Private Prayer remains a seminal Christian devotional with more than a million
copies in print. This modern edition—completely redesigned into a gift package—admirably preserves all the qualities of the
original, ensuring that the wisdom of God and the wonder of Baillie’s prayers remain accessible for many generations to
come.
Product Dimensions: 20x14x2 cm. In this extraordinary celebration of spirituality The Energy Of Prayer demonstrates the
relevance of prayer in our daily lives. Thich Nhat Hanh reveals how the energies of prayer and meditation allow us to
reconnect with our higher selves while satisfying our basic need to connect with the world as a whole.
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